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An oriented nuclear-emulsion detector capable of time resolution was exposed in Gemini 
Flight XI to investigate the primary cosmic-ray nuclei above the earth's atmosphere. This was 
the first satellite exposure of an emulsion apparatus designed to wllect 103 high-quality tracks 
of hea nuclei under a negligible thickness of matter (0.07 g/cmZ). Time resolution was 
ob ta in2  by moving a lower stack, consisting of emulsions of various sensitivities, with respect 
to a shallower, sensitive upper stack at the rate of 25 microns/minute. I t  was thus possible to 
separate the "useful" tracks-formed during the oriented portion of the flight-from those 
formed at other times. Preliminary data are presented on the relative abundances of individual 
chemical elements in the high-energy cosmic radiation above the earth's atmosphere. These 
nleasurements are compared to published results obtained on balloon flights at similar latitudes. 
When sufficient data become available in a later phase of this experiment, particular attention 
will be directed towards the Be and B abundances, the N and F content relative to C and 0, 
and the relative number of iron-group nuclei compared to the lighter ones. 

Tlle esperiment to be described was flown 
on the Gemini XI manned spacecraft in Sep- 
tember 1966. It was designed to study the 
heavy component of the primary cosmic radia- 
tion using a nuclear-emulsion detector and 
represents the first successful exposure of such 
a detector to the primary radiation under 
essentially zero grams/cm%f material. The 
experiment is a joint project of the Energetic 
Particle Branch of the Goddard Space Flight 
Center and the Laboratory for Cosmic Ray 
Physics of the United States Naval Research 

Fiuure '1 shows a schematic view of the 
b. experrmental flight package encased in a rec- 

tangular metal box measuring 8% in. x 3 in. x 
6 in. higll. The weight of the package, loaded 
with approximately 1 1 of emulsion, is 13 lb. 
The top face of the package is a 250-micron- 
thick aluminium collection "window" upon 
which a highly reflective coating was de- 
posited. 

The experiment was housed in a tempera- 
ture-controlled, externally recessed cavity on 
the adaptor section of the spacecraft, directly 
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FIG. 1. Experimental flight package. 

behind the pilot's hatch. The package fitted 
into the well so that the collection face was 
flush with the skin of the adaptor. During 
launch, this face was protected by a covering 
lid, which was folded back out of the way once 
orbit was established. During the first extra- 
vehicular activity, which occurred 24 h after 
lift-off, the astronaut removed the package 
from the well and stowed it inside the space- 
craft cabin, where it remained for the rest of 
the flight. 
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The sensitive volume consisted of two stacks, 
each containing 92 sheets of 600-micron-thick 
nuclear emulsion. The plane of the emulsion 
sheets is in the plane of the picture. During 
the flight, the lower stack moved in steps of 
25 microns per minute with respect to the 
upper stack. The motion was initiated by 
means of a switch on the instrument panel of 
the spacecraft, 1 h and 42 min after lift-off. 
It was terminated 24 h after lift-off when the 
astronaut removed the package from the well. 
The purpose of this movement was to obtain 
time sesolution for particles entering the de- 
tector through the collection face. By match- 
ing segments of the same track in the two 
sections, it is possible to determine the rela- 
tive position that the stacks had at the time 
the track was registered, and hence the time 
of entry of the particle. 

T l ~ e  moving mecllanism is located below 
the emulsion stacks. It consists of a 60-s timer, 
a gear head motor, and a drive assembly. A 
high-resolution potentiometer, attached to the 
drive assembly, provided a signal indicating 
the amount of stack movement. In addition, 
a bi-level voltage signal, indicating motor 
actuations, and a signal from a temperature 
sensor were read out. Electrical connections 
between the spacecraft and the package were 
illade thl.ough a plug on the bottom of the 
package. 

Approximately one-fifth of the available 
cmulsion volume has been scanned and ana- 
lyzed thus far, and the results presented arc 
preliminary. Figure 2 shows the distribution 
in arrival times of the heavy primary nuclei 
that have been analyzed. The time scale is in 
hours of elapsed flight time. The peak to the 
right of the diagram represents heavy nuclei 
that entered the detector during the last two 
days of the flight, when the package was in- 
side the spacecraft cabin. The small peak to 
the left represents particles recorded early in 
the flight before the stack movement was 
actuated. Out of this sample of tracks, ap- 
lwoximately 250 nuclei of charge 4 and greater 
had arrival times within the 22-11 period of 
useful exposure. 

Nuclei of charge 3 have not been included 
in tl~is analysis because of the low detection 
efficiency for tracks at this level of ionization 
in the relatively high background accumulated 
on the plates during the three-day flight. In 

FIG. 2. Distribution of arrival times of heavy 
primary nuclci ( 5-9, Gemini XI ) . 
order to minimize the background effect of 
Van Allen particles accumulated on passages 
through the region of the South Atlantic 
anomaly, the attitude of the spacecraft was 
maintained such that the collection face of 
the detector was approxinlately normal to the 
direction of the magnetic field lines in the 
region. In this way the mirroring particles 
produced tracks in the plates more or less at 
right angles to the tracks of the primary 
nuclei. 

Figure 3 illustrates the methods used to 
determine nuclear charge. The lower stack 
contained emulsions of three different sensi- 
tivities. Charge estimates are based on delta- 
ray counting in K.5 elnulsion and grain 
counting in K.2 and G.0 emulsions. In the 
graph on the left in Fig. 3, the charge, as 
determined by delta-ray counting in K.5 
emulsion, is plotted along the vertical axis 
and the charge from gsain counting in G.0 
cmulsion is plotted along the horizontal asis. 
In the upper right is a similar plot using delta- 
ray density in K.5  vs. grain counting in K.2 
and on the lower right, one using grain counts 
in K.2 vs. G.O. The final charge assigned to 
each particle is a weighted average of all the 
measurements made on the track. 

Figure 4 sho~vs the charge spectrunl ob- 
tained, using the 250 tracks thus far analyzed, 

PLUS 20 TRACK3 
WITH is > lC 

n 

NUCLECR CHARGE 

FIG. 3. Charge estimation from ionization loss 
(5-9, Genlini XI) .  
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O'DELL ET AL.: IIIGII-ISNICRGY GALACTIC COSMIC-RAY COMPOSITION 
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FIG. 4. Charge ( 2 )  estimation fro111 ionization loss (5-9, Gemini XI) .  

by one or more of the ionization methods 
mentioned above. It is evident from this figure 
that good resolution between charges, in the 
L and R/I groups, is possible despite the fairly 
heavy background of electron and proton 
tracks. Peaks also occur for higher charges, 
but as yet the statistical weights are too low 
for good separation. It is also evident that the 
abundance of nitrogen is quite low relative to 
that of carbon and oxygen, in agreement with 
previously published results. 

In Table I, our preliminary results are sum- 
marized and compared to averages made of 
five sets of published results obtained on 
balloon flights at a geomagnetic latitude of 
41". The Gemini XI orbits ranged between 
$28" and -28" geographic latitude. There 
is no disagreement between our measurements 
in space and those made on very-high-altitude 

balloon flights when extrapolated to 0 g, within 
our present errors. However, when extrapo- 
lated results obtained deeper in the atmo- 
sphere (>6  g/cm3) are compared with our 
measurements, there is an indication that 
secondary production of light nuclei in the 
atmosphere had not been fully taken into 
account, since the L/M ratio, 0.39, is much 
higher for these flights than for those at  
higher altitudes. 

Tllese preliminary results indicate that a 
very successful exposure of nuclear research 
emulsions was obtained on the flight of 
Gemini XI. We anticipate that final results 
ancl analyses will be based on about 10Qracks 
produced by heavy primary nuclei. 

We gratefully acknowledge the close col- 
laboration of astronauts Charles Conrad and 
Richard F. Gordon in this experiment. The 

L 

TABLE I experiment was completely dependeilt upon 
their skills as astronauts and upon their com- 

Charge spectrum a t  top of atmosphere (in percent) 
billed ability to coilduct extravehicular activity 

of published data:c s~~ccessf~~l ly ,  in the course of which the pack- 
balloon flights ace was recovered. In addition, we wish to 

Z Gemini data <3  g 
tKauk the scanning teams of GSFC and NRL "' for their dedicated efforts in the scallnin~ and 

- - 

H 24.7 3 23.6 22.6 
L/M 0.28 0.52 0.39 REFERENCE 

L / s  0.20 0.16 0.28 J ~ E K ,  B,  and VAN HEERDEN, I. J. 1966. Can. J. Phys. 
"Judek and van I-Ieerden (1966). 44, 1121. 
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